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ABSTRACT

Interference in wireless networks has been identified as oneof
the main hurdles towards achieving higher network capacity.
However, most of the literature has focused on solving inter-
ference problems assuming that interference is non-bursty. In
this paper, we study bursty interference channels and propose
novel interference-aware rate control algorithms. The pro-
posed algorithms include single and multi-layer transmission
schemes. We also present a framework for optimizing rate
selection so that the overall throughput is maximized. Signif-
icant performance gains relative to traditional Hybrid Adap-
tive Repeat reQuest (HARQ) schemes are demonstrated.

Index Terms— Interference channels, bursty interfer-
ence, rate control, HARQ, broadcast channels, superposition
coding, optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we develop new transmission and rate selec-
tion algorithms for interference channels. Our interference-
aware rate control algorithms apply to a broad class of inter-
ference channels such as bursty interference channels, broad-
cast channels, multiple-access (MAC) interference channels,
and inter-cell interference channels. However, particular at-
tention will be given to bursty interference channels. Cross
device interference, e.g. a Wi-Fi device interfering with an
LTE device, is one example of bursty interference that can
emerge in scenarios where LTE and WiFi are using adjacent
channels with insufficient guard band (e.g. B40 and ISM
band). We propose various transmission schemes and apply
rate selection algorithms that are designed to maximize the
overall throughput. This leads to a significant improvement
in performance when compared to existing methods.

Relation to prior work : Recently, automatic rate control
using rateless coding has been suggested for MAC interfer-
ence channels [1, 2]. However, their schemes assume that the
receiver can decode the interfering signals and subtract them
out from the received block. This assumption is not valid for
bursty interference channels where the jammer’s modulation
and coding schemes are unknown to the receiver. Therefore,
we take a different route to interference management and rate

control. This paper extends the traditional concept of HARQ
[3, 4] to multi-layer HARQ and introduces a framework for
optimizing the rate selection.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

An N -jammer bursty interference channel is described by

ym = xm +
N
∑

j=1

bj,mwj,m + vm (1)

wherexm is a vector ofL symbols transmitted over themth

slot,vm is thermal noise,wj,m is an interference vector due
to a jammer, andbj,m is a Bernoulli random variable with
meanαj representing thejth jammer duty cycle. The vectors
vm andwj,m are assumed to have independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian entries
with variancesN0 andIj respectively. The receiver is only
interested in decodingxm. The decoding ofwj,m’s is not
possible because the receiver is oblivious to the modulation
and codings schemes used by the interferers. The instanta-
neous capacity of (1) is a discrete random variable with up to
2N possible outcomes and its average is given by

E[C(α)]=
∑

b∈{0,1}N
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log2
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P

∑
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(2)

whereα = (α1, ..., αN ) represents the vector of duty cycles
andb = (b1, ..., bN) ∈ {0, 1}N . As a special case, when
N=1, the channel capacity simplifies to

C =

{

Cg=log2 (1 + γg) , w.p. 1− α
Cb=log2 (1 + γb) , w.p. α

(3)

whereγg represents the SNR=P/N0 and γb represents the
SINR=P/(I+N0). Here,C is a binary random variable with
an expected valueE[C] = αCb + (1− α)Cg. The transmit-
ter does not have prior information on when the interference
collides with a transmitted packet. However, we assume that



the transmitter has an estimate of the interference statistics
P = {α, I, N0}, whereI = (I1, ..., IN ).

3. SINGLE-LAYER SCHEMES

In this section, we review and extend single-layer schemes:
a single codebook is used to encode and transmit code-
words over an interference channel. These schemes are
divided into two categories: single-transmission and re-
transmission methods. The HARQ protocol with a maximum
of M re-transmissions is a popular re-transmission method
[3, 4]. Single-transmission methods are a special case of re-
transmission methods withM=1. We now define the HARQ
MTBRS rate selection algorithm.

Definition 3.1 (HARQ MTBRS) The maximum throughput
based rate selection(MTBRS) algorithm solves for

R∗ = argmaxT (R,P ,M) (4)

Observe that the throughput is a function of the rateR,
interference statisticsP , and the maximum number of re-
transmissionsM .

3.1. Single-Transmission Methods

In single-transmission methods (STMs), the transmitter uses a
codebookC ⊂ CL with transmission rateR = n/L to encode
a message ofn bits intoL complex symbols. For every rate
R, an associated outage probabilityδ(R) can be computed
for a given statistical interference model. An outage event
is defined as the event whenR ≥ C, and henceδ (R) =
P (R ≥ C). For STMs, the throughput of the system is given
by T (R) = R (1− δ (R)). Having definedT (R) andδ (R),
the task of the transmitter is to solve the rate selection problem
defined in (4).

Theorem 3.2 (1-jammer channel)For the 1-jammer chan-
nel, the solution to MTBRS is given by

R∗ =

{

Cg for α ≤ α∗ = 1− Cb
Cg

Cb for α > α∗ (5)

and the throughput achieved is(1−α)Cg for α ≤ α∗ andCb

for α > α∗. If, in addition to maximizing the throughput, a
maximum outage constraintP (R ≥ C) ≤ δ is imposed, the
solution is given by

R∗ =

{

Cg for α < δ
Cb for α ≥ δ

(6)

and the throughput achieved is(1 − α)Cg for α < δ andCb

for α ≥ δ.

Proof 3.3 The rate selection optimization problems are
straightforward for this case.

We call this methodthreshold based rate selection(TBRS)
because it amounts to comparing the duty cycleα to a thresh-
old and choosingR accordingly. We note thatα∗ depends on
Cg andCb through their ratio. In the sequel, this will turn
out to be generally true for HARQ MTBRS schemes when
applied to bursty interference channels.

3.2. Re-transmission Methods

In re-transmission methods, the transmitter encodesn infor-
mation bits using a codebookC ⊂ CLM of sizeLM sym-
bols. The codewords are divided intoM sub-blocks, each
of lengthL. The transmitter sends one block at a time un-
til either an acknowledgment (ACK) is received or allM re-
transmissions are exhausted. The per sub-block rate of trans-
mission isR = n/L and the effective rate afterm trans-
missions is equal toR/m. The asymptotic performance of
this scheme for MAC channels has been studied in [4]. We
investigate its performance for bursty interference channels.
As mentioned in Section 2, the capacity of (1) is a discrete
random variable with up to2N outcomes. By applying the
renewal-reward theorem [5], the throughput of HARQ sys-
tems is given by

T (R)=
(1− δ (R))R

m̄ (R)
(7)

δ(R)=P (R ≥
M
∑
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whereCi, δ(R), andm̄(R) denote the capacity of the chan-
nel in slot i, outage probability, and average number of re-
transmissions respectively. Assuming that the interference is
independent across transmission slots, the pmf of

∑M

i=1
Ci is

given by theM -fold convolution ofCi’s pmf. For a given
interference channel and a fixed value ofM , one can use (7)
to solve forR∗. As M → ∞, if we let R∗ = ME[C], then
δ(R∗) → 0 by the weak law of large numbers. In addition,
T ∗ → E[C], and hence HARQ is asymptotically optimal for
any interference channel. This comes at the expense of in-
creased latency and decoding complexity.

Proposition 3.4 (1-jammer HARQ MTBRS) For the 1-
jammer channel,R∗ can take one of only(M2 + 3M)/2
values for anyCg, Cb, α, andM . In addition, letCg/Cb = ǫ,
the choice ofR∗ depends onCg andCb only through their
ratio ǫ.

Proof 3.5 Omitted for space limitations.



The above proposition shows that for a givenǫ, α, andM ,
we can solve forR∗ in a very efficient way. For example, for
M = 2, {Cb, Cg, 2Cb, Cb + Cg, 2Cg} are the only rates that
need to be checked.

4. MULTI-LAYER SCHEMES

In this section, we propose using Superposition Coding (SPC)
combined with rate selection to further improve the system’s
throughput. SPC was first introduced in [6] as an optimal
transmission strategy for broadcast channels: a single node
communicating with multiple nodes. We apply this strategy
for bursty interference channels. Even if the transmitter can-
not predict the interference levels a priori, it can target the
“good” and “bad” cases simultaneously by transmitting two
(or more) codewords: a high rate one and a low rate one.
When there is no interference both codewords can be jointly
decoded. However, when interference is present, we can still
decode the low rate codeword. Finally, in addition to using
SPC, we present a hybrid scheme that combines the benefits
of both HARQ and SPC.

4.1. Superposition Coding Methods

In this approach, the transmitter uses multiple independent
codebooksCk, k ∈ {1, ...,M}, with different ratesRk. In
every transmission slot,M codewords (layers) are chosen,
scaled by

√
ηiP each, linearly combined, and transmitted si-

multaneously over the channel [6, 7]. Here,ηi denotes the
fraction of the total powerP allocated to theith layer. The
rate of the first codebook is chosen so that the first layer is
always decoded successfully even under bad channel condi-
tions. The receiver decodes the layers sequentially using suc-
cessive interference cancellation. Note that the pmf of theith

layer channel capacity is a function ofηi, ..., ηM (assuming
that layers1, ..., i− 1 were decoded successfully).

We now describe how SPC can be used to improve the
throughput of bursty interference channels. The signal model
is given by

ym =

M
∑

i=1

√

ηiPxi,m +

N
∑

j=1

bj,mwj,m + vm (8)

wherexi,m represents theith layer’s block ofL symbols.

Definition 4.1 (SPC MTBRS) By design,R1 is chosen so
thatCW1, the first codeword, is decodable under all channel
conditions and treating all other codewords as noise. This
means that following assignment

R1 = R1(η) = log2

(

1 +
η1P

∑M

i=2
ηiP +

∑

j Ij +N0

)

(9)

must hold. On the other hand,R = {R2, ..., RM} andη =
{η1, ..., ηM} are chosen according to the following optimiza-
tion problem

(R∗,η∗) = argmax
R,η s.t.

∑
ηi=1

T (R,η) (10)

Observe thatR∗ is necessarily a function ofη∗ and that
TBRS is a special case of SPC MTBRS forM = 1 and
η1 = 1. This shows that SPC MTBRS will be better than
TBRS.

Theorem 4.2 (1-jammer SPC MTBRS) For the 1-jammer
channel, the solution to theM = 2 SPC MTBRS problem is
given by

R∗
1 = log2

(

1 +
η∗γb

1 + (1− η∗)γb

)

(11)

R∗
2 = log2 (1 + (1 − η∗)γg) (12)

η∗ = 1−min

(

max

(

(1 − α)

αγb
− 1

αγg
, 0

)

, 1

)

(13)

The throughput achieved by this scheme isR∗
1 + (1 − α)R∗

2 .
Moreover, anyM > 2 does not provide additional throughput
gains.

Proof 4.3 Omitted for space limitations.

This result says that no more than 2 layers are needed when
the channel can only be in one of two conditions (Cg andCb).
Furthermore, one can show that this scheme selectsM = 1
with R∗ = Cg for α ≤ γg−γb

γgγb+γg
= α1 andM = 1 with R∗ =

Cb for α ≥ γg−γb

γg
= α2. Also, note thatα1 ≤ α∗ ≤ α2.

This means that there is a small range of duty cycles where
SPC performs better than TBRS for the 1-jammer channel.
We conjecture that more layers are needed and that the gap
between the performance of SPC MTBRS and MTBRS be-
comes wider for the more generalN -jammer channels.

4.2. SPC-HARQ Methods

We now present an interference-aware scheme that combines
the powers of SPC and HARQ protocols. The basic idea is
to transmitM1 codewords simultaneously for a maximum of
M2 times. In what follows, we specialize the discussion for
M1 = M2 = 2 as it simplifies the presentation of this hybrid
technique. In this case, the transmitter uses three codebooks.
A first codebookC1,1, which encodes a message ofn1,1 bits
usingL symbols, and henceR1,1 = n1,1/L. A second code-
bookC1,2, which encodes a message ofn1,2 bits usingL sym-
bols, and henceR1,2 = n1,2/L. A third codebookC2, which
encodes a message ofn2 bits using2L symbols. We define
R2 to be equal ton2/L. The2L symbols of codewords inC2
are divided into two groups to form two “sub-codes”C2,1 and
C2,2, of lengthL symbols each. The receiver has knowledge
of all three codebooks. The transmitter starts by transmitting a



codewordCW1,1 from C1,1 simultaneously with a codeword
CW2,1 from C2,1. As was the case for the regular SPC,η1
of P goes toCW1,1 and (1 − η1) goes toCW2,1. R1,1 is
chosen so thatCW1,1 is always decoded (even when seeing
CW2,1 as interference). The receiver decodesCW1,1, sub-
tracts it out from the received block, and then decodesCW2,1.
A re-transmission occurs only when the decoding ofCW2,1

fails. In this case, a new codewordCW1,2 is chosen fromC1,2
and transmitted simultaneously withCW2,2, the second sub-
codeword fromC2,2. In the second transmission, the power
assigned toCW1,2 is η2, which could possibly be different
from η1, and the power assigned toCW2,1 is 1 − η2. The
fact that the power assignment is not fixed across transmis-
sions will turn out to be beneficial as we will see in the results
section.R1,2 is also chosen so thatCW1,2 is always decoded
successfully. For the N-jammer interference channel, the fol-
lowing hybrid SPC HARQ signal model holds

yi
m =

√

ηiPxi
1,m+

√

(1− ηi)Pxi
2,m+

N
∑

j=1

bj,mwj,m+vm

(14)
wherei ∈ {1, 2} represents the transmission number. By def-
inition, R1,i is chosen so that the first codeword is decodable
under all channel conditions. This means that the following
rate assignment

R1,i = R(ηi) = log2

(

1 +
ηiP

(1− ηi)P +
∑

j Ij +N

)

(15)
must hold for the proper operation of this scheme. We de-
fine the random variableCi(ηi), i ∈ {1, 2}, to represent the
channel capacity after decoding and subtracting outCW1,i.
Using the renewal-reward theorem, the throughput of this hy-
brid SPC-HARQ is given by

T (R2, η1, η2)=
R (η1) + P (R2 ≥ C1 (η1))R (η2)

m̄ (R2, η1)
(16)

+
R2 (1− δ (R2, η1, η2))

m̄ (R2, η1)

δ (R2, η1, η2)=P (R2 ≥ C1 (η1) + C2 (η2))

m̄ (R2, η1)=2− P (R2 < C1 (η1))

whereδ(R2, η1, η2) represents the outage probability for the
2nd layer andm̄(R2, η1) represents the average number of
re-transmissions.

Definition 4.4 (SPC-HARQ MTBRS) R2, η1, and η2 are
chosen according to the following optimization problem

(R∗
2, η

∗
1 , η

∗
2) = argmax

R2,η1,η2 s.t. η1,η2≤1

T (R2, η1, η2) (17)

Unfortunately, we could not find a closed form expression for
(R∗

2, η
∗
1 , η

∗
2). However, an optimal (possibly non-unique) so-

lution always exists because all the variables we are optimiz-
ing over, includingR2, are bounded. This means that the
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SPC-HARQ MTBRS problem can be solved using a greedy
search algorithm.

5. RESULTS

Figure 1 summarizes the performance of all schemes for a1-
jammer channel withCg/Cb ≈ 1.5. The bound represents
the average capacity of this channel for various duty cyclesα.
Several observations are in order. First, a traditional system
that is designed such that the probability of an outage eventis
kept belowδ = 0.01 has poor performance in the presence of
bursty interference. Second, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, the improvement in performance due to SPC is limited
to a very small range of duty cycles (α ∈ [α1, α2]). Out-
side this range, the performance of TBRS and SPC MTBRS
are identical. Third, the performance of HARQ MTBRS im-
proves withM and for anyM > 1, HARQ MTBRS is better
than SPC MTBRS. However, this comes at the expense of de-
coding complexity because in the worst case, a code of length
ML symbols has to be decoded. Finally, the hybrid SPC-
HARQ scheme, which re-transmits once (if needed), outper-
forms HARQ MTBRS withM = 4 for all duty cycles.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed and analyzed novel rate selection algo-
rithms for bursty interference channels. SPC-HARQ based
rate control schemes were shown to outperform optimized
single-layer HARQ schemes. It was also shown through sim-
ulations, that the proposed SPC-HARQ scheme approaches
the bound on the channel capacity. Future work includes
studying this problem with fading channels in addition to de-
signing variable block length HARQ schemes that can re-
transmitβL symbols (withβ < 1) instead ofL symbols.
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